
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glamour Pill! 
 

                                        We’re all Glam, Sleaze and Hair Teeze! 

+ Why All Bad Things Must Come to An End- The Real 

Reason Mötley Crüe Are Calling it Quits, Former 

Wrathchild British Glam Legend-Rocky Shades, Being 

Glam in the 21st Century and MORE…………… 

24th February 2015 #5 

Been ‘Waiting for the Big One’? Here it 

is….EXCLUSIVE with Lorraine Lewis! 
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Ex Vinnie Vincent Invasion Front man 

‘Slaughters’ the Competition with New 

CD! 

Hair Metal heart throb Mark Slaughter, 

best known as the lead singer of Vinnie 

Vincent Invasion and Slaughter is back 

in the game with a brand new CD. His  

debut album as a solo artist is titled ‘Reflections in a Rear View Mirror’ and promises to 

display “Rock N Roll anthems of yesterday with a Military Message that salutes all who 

have faced adversity”. With former producer of Alice Cooper, Metallica and Skid Row: 

Michael Wagner having worked on the project, it promises to reach high standards 

however weather it will be able rival Marks 80’s and 90’s catalogue of super hits like ‘Fly to 

the Angels’ and ‘Boyz are Gonna Rock’ will to up the fans. Visit www.markslaughter.com to 

pick up the album, check out tour dates near you and keep up to date with Mark.   

 

Great White Front Man Jack Russell Feels the Bite of 

Law Suit for $30,000!  

Jack Russell, lead singer and founding member of the 

Hair Metal band Great White, famous for their 1989 

hit ‘Once Bitten Twice Shy’ is facing a law suit for 

$30,000 which he supposedly still owes his former 

manager Valerie Ince. The lawsuit was reportedly 

filed late last year in December and includes a long 

list of due payments yet to be made to Ince. The 

claims include travel expenses, personal loans and 

merchandise expenses. Any conclusive verdict on the 

situation is yet to be made public. 

CONTACT US: 

Twitter: @GlamourPill 

Facebook: Glamour Pill Magazine 

Email: glamourpillmagazine@gmail.com 

Website: http://glamourpillmagazine.wix.com/glamourpillmagazine 



Glam on the Net. 

All the decadent details of Glam Metal 

online from this past month!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We found this charming little meme on 

quickmeme.com. Not only is it funny but its 

alarmingly true. Jon’s pouty duck face has been 

charming female fans now for over 30 years… 

LOL major metal mind f*** here……Is it James 

Hetfield, is it Axl Rose…is it their LOVE CHILD?! 

haha…we’ll let you guys decide for yourselves. 

Found on memecreator.net 

Is that Gene Simmons promoting Miley Cyrus?! Guess it was in 

the contract when she started endorsing his tongue moves! 

Found on vk.com 

Send us your Glammy internet finds 

on Facebook: Glamour Pill Magazine, 

Twitter: @GlamourPill or Email: 

glamourpillmagazine@gmail.com 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘The Sunset Strip Diaries’ By Amy Asbury 

Hollywood Hair Metal Madness!  

“How can you date guys wearing more make up than you?” 

"My jaw is still on the floor"-Amazon UK 

"I got the chills on some parts...read it in one night!" -Amazon 

“A fascinating study in pop culture and a very entertaining read." -S & P Blog 

"You will never want to let your daughter out of the house again……....."-Goodreads 

“I wanted to do 'exciting' and 'daring' things. I 

wanted to break up people's relationships, steal 

boyfriends, have evil plans, and gaze up at people 

through smoky eye shadow. It was basically all from 

watching Dynasty. How did one standout in a sea of 

craziness? What were the big no-no's? How can you 

date guys wearing more make up than you? How 

does one handle their friends turning to heroin?”- 

‘The Sunset Strip Diaries’ by Amy Asbury 2011 

Those who lived through the infamous 

decade of decadence will remember, some 

better than others, the debauchery, the parties, 

the loud guitars….and the hairspray…who 

could forget the hairspray?! For younger Hair 

Metal fanatics those Sunset Strip golden years 

are simply a dream that they follow everyday as 

today’s ‘Youth Gone Wild’ re-live it all over 

again around the world. Amy Asbury’s 

captivating memoir ‘The Sunset Strip Diaries’ 

will appeal to young and old as it is both a 

hilarious insight into those ‘Crazy Crazy 

Nights’ on Sunset Strip and a harrowingly 

honest account of a troubled teen.   

Between the dark times being subject to an 

abusive household leading to a spell in a 

Mental Health ward, the decadent and crazy 

times on Sunset Strip, and the more ordinary 

times being a student in a regular American 

high school, this Rock n Roll memoir will 

humour, shock and transcend. With both 

accounts of relatable teen angst as well as 

unbelievably insane experiences, ‘The Sunset 

Strip Diaries’ is a must-read for any Rocker in 

pursuit of ‘Nothing But a Good time’. 

Here’s what author Amy Asbury herself had 

to say about the music, the madness and 

growing up during Rocks craziest decade….. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is your earliest memory of the sunset 

strip? 

My earliest memory of it is hearing about it 

from my aunt, who went there to see KISS.  I 

also heard it mentioned in songs and saw it in 

videos and in magazines- and I wanted to be 

there! 

How did you find yourself hanging out at the 

most decadent spot of the decade so young? 

I knew it wasn’t far from where I lived, so I 

thought I would be a fool not to get there and 

get there quick! I was afraid before I went out 

most of the time, but liquid   courage made me 

go through with it. I tagged along with older 

kids in order to get there, that is really how I 

found myself   there. That and my older 

boyfriend. 

What is your craziest memory of sunset 

strip? 

I guess it would be the crazy characters,    

including Fig the Magician with his purple car  

and the cat on his shoulder. Also when Guns   

and Roses were filming November Rain at        

the Rainbow and they shut down the strip         

for it. 

In your book you speak about your           

struggle with mental health, how did 

partying on the strip act as a catharsis? 

The partying in that colorful and crazy scene 

made me forget all of the struggle- it made me 

forget how depressed I was. It smoothed things 

over. It made me care less, until I                

woke up in the morning feeling ten             
times worse of course and wanting                    

to jump off a cliff. 

What advice would you give to                  

anyone struggling with similar            

problem to the one you mention? 

I would advise to stay away from alcohol 

completely - it makes your depression way 
worse! I would also advise getting on meds and 

staying on them. Some people really do not 

make all of the chemicals their body needs. 

They need to be prescribed something to 

balance them. 

What was it that made you want to tell your 

story and what the main point you want to 

get across is? 

I wanted to share my story to let other girls  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

know they weren’t the only ones to go through 

some of those problems.  I also wanted to share 

the things I saw, because I remember thinking 

that many of them made for amusing and 

colorful stories. I have had the urge to write 

about it, since it happened. It never left my 

mind. 

What was the hardest part emotionally to 

relive during the process of writing your 

book?              

It was awful to write about my parents- both 

my mom and dad. I had a rough time recalling 

those things. Also, the parts where I used 

people or treated them terribly- it is hard to be 

honest with yourself. And in my case, I was a 

real asshole at times. But I wanted to own it I 

guess. I wanted to admit it. 

During the writing process did you recall 

anything that made you laugh? 

Oh, yes, lots of things- I guess the part where I 

fell in front of a whole party and did the splits 

in my tight mini skirt was a highlight of 

embarrassment I will always laugh at. Don’t 

wear high heels on the grass, girls! *laughs* 

How do you think your struggle with mental 

health and crazy nights on sunset blvd has 

shaped you as a person? 

It has made me a little tougher maybe- I am not 

afraid of people. I can be in a room with any 

sort of person and pretty much feel okay. It has 

also helped me during times of tragedy, like 

going through breast cancer five years ago. It 
prepared me for a crazy life- I thought, “Worse 

things have happened than losing my hair.”  

Your time on sunset strip was towards the 

end of the 80’s. With your Amazon 

promotional video showing many 

underground bubblegum punk/ glam bands 

a time when grunge was gaining steam and 

glam was about to die out……from your 

point of view  how was the gradual demise of 

hair metal responded to by those on sunset 

strip and how did the underground 

bubblegum punk bands come into it ? 

A lot of them wouldn’t let it go. And 

eventually, they just had to. People stopped 

going to see them. The punk bands started 

coming in and intimidating the bubblegum 

guys, and the stronger of the two survived. 

Then both made way for grunge, whether they 

liked it or not. Some adapted and went that 

route, others stuck to their guns and toured 

Japan. 

Who were your favourite bands at the time? 

I adored Swingin’ Thing as a local band, but as 

for regular records I liked L.A. Guns more than 

anything. I also had Roxx Gang, Jetboy, 

D’Molls and Hanoi Rocks on rotation, along 

with the New York Dolls. I was always a 

Beastie Boys and Madonna fan, in the 

background of all of that. 

Clockwise- Jetboy, Roxx Gang, Madonna, Swingin’ Thing.  

From the 80’s sunset strip scene what were 

the three main things that you felt were 

important to capture in your writing? 

The wild people, the fantastic places and 

backgrounds of Hollywood/Los Angeles, and 

the entertaining/amusing antics of myself as a 

young girl in the midst of it. 

What kind of big name rock stars and hair 

metal bands can we expect to look out for in 

the book? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well they are really just in the background of the 

book- but I met Nikki Sixx and Duff McKagan 

one night; Riki Rachtman was in the background 

of my life, Faster Pussycat, ran into Axl Rose, and 

probably a few others that I forgot to mention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amy Asbury ages 17 in the prime of her Sunset Strip Adventure  

What has been the response from family and 

friends? 

It is a mixed bag. But usually they say they just 

want to give me a big hug after reading about the 

teenage part and the assaults. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you still visit sunset strip?  

I don’t visit the strip anymore, unless I am taking 

someone there and showing it to them. I do think 

it is an important part of American culture, so I 

still have respect for it and love for it. 

How do you think it has changed since your 

teens? 

The only difference now is that the clothing and 

hair has calmed down a bit and it’s not as tightly 

crowded, other than that, you can literally still see 

rock stars at the Rainbow! 

Did you ever think twice about writing such 

personal details in your book? 

Yes-and I cringe thinking about it now. But it is 

sort of freeing because I had been hanging onto 

that shame for most of my life. And sometimes I 

think it is what made me sick, what made me get 

cancer- that anger and rage and shame in my body 

for so many years. It is now gone, off me. So in 

that sense, I am glad I just let it out of me- I feel 

like I threw it all up and released it. 

Do you have a favourite part of the book? 

I like the stories of the inner lives of exotic 

dancers and escorts, the inner lives of the drug 

addicted the stories about these very problemed 

people- it is interesting to me to know how they 

operate. I also like the parts about the inner 

workings of the scene, the requirements at the 

time, the “look” you had to have. It was all so 

silly, really. But entertaining…. 

 

Go Pick up the Glam Rockin’ Read ‘Sunset Strip Diaries’ on 

Amazon.com available in Paperback ($10.52) or Kindle Edition 

($7.33)+ Check out Amy’s eighteestastic blog: 

http://sprinklepuffball.blogspot.co.uk/ + keep up to date with 

her on Twitter: @AuthorAmyAsbury  and also on Facebook: 

www.facebook.com/AmyAsburySunsetStripDiaries 
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1) Pop Metal Poison used to be a much heavier band called ‘Paris’! 

Before packing up and moving to Hollywood, Poison performed as Paris around the Pennsylvania club circuit with a much more 

Metal vibe than their later hits, and although they changed the sound, the outrageous look stayed the same. The band were almost 

ready for stardom at that point, but there was one vital ingredient missing - C.C Deville as at the time the lead guitarist was some 

dude named Matt Smith. When the band eventually made the big move to Tinsel Town they changed the name to Poison  and began 

building up a following around West Hollywood. As Matt called it quits shortly after arriving and returned home to Pennsylvania C.C 

was recruited and the rest is history………   

2) They had a Groupie computer data base on their 1989 world tour! 

Back in ’89 on a big bulky ‘no internet’ computer Poison kept a Groupie data base, inviting female fans to register on it before shows 

for a chance to spend the night with one of the adored Poison boys. Required details included hair colour, weight, height, b reast size 

and favourite sexual positions! Just enough info to find their dream gal……..for the night!    

3) Rugged Slash auditioned for Glammy Poison pre Guns’! 

Before C.C Deville joined Poison in 1985 Slash actually auditioned for them before imploding the music scene with Guns N’ Roses. 

Unfortunately his snazzy guitar work did not impress Poison as they couldn’t get with his jeans and t-shirt look. The two parted ways 

after a short and sweet meeting however it was probably for the best…..can you imagine Slash in spandex?!     

4) The 1990 ‘Flesh and Blood’ album cover is Rikki Rockett’s real tattoo!  

Before the album release Rikki already had the Poison logo tattooed onto his right shoulder but in support of the new album got the 

‘Flesh and Blood’ title done below. Although his tattoo has a smudged blood effect on the ‘Flesh and Blood ’ title, the crazy 

conservatives in charge wouldn’t allow this to be shown on the cover, so the 1990 album cover now shows Rikki’s air brushed tattoo 

without the blood. 

5) The Solo in Warrants ‘Cherry Pie’ is actually C.C Deville!  

As a favour to his long time friend Jani Lane, it was actually C.C Deville who played the sleazy guitar solo for Warrant’s ‘Cherry Pie’. 

His awesome guitar style fits in perfectly with ‘Cherry Pie’ and it swingin’ melodies. ‘Cherry Pie’ was originally written do wn by Jani 

lane on a pizza box which is now on display in a Hard Rock Café somewhere in Florida.  



 



The revolving door of 

LONDON! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

London, one of the earliest and sleaziest Glam 

bands on the strip was making waves at the Whiskey 

long before Mötley Crüe or Guns N’ Roses however 

was essential for these and many other bands 

development. The band has had countless line up 

changes and was a revolving door for rock stars 

throughout the 80’s. It was the band that made the 

stars, amongst them, Nikki Sixx and Izzy Stradlin, both 

of whom went on to complete the magic line up of 

legendary bands. For most of these ephemeral 

London members they were there for a good time not 

a long time and the paradigm perpetuated as rockers 

would go into London armatures and come out of it 

super awesome Rock stars ready to join the bands 

bound for big time success and hit fame and fortune. 

London began as a Glam Rock band in 1978 formed by 

some famous names who in the latter did not stick 

around and tough it out on the club scene. London 

was conceived when Hair Metal legend Nikki Sixx and 

co-writer of the Mötley Crüe hit ‘Public Enemy 

#1’Lizzy Grey were both playing in a long since gone 

band, Sister, at the time fronted by W.A.S.P’s Blackie 

Lawless. When Sister ended in 1978, Grey and Sixx 

collaborated in forming one of the most outrageous 

bands to never make it on Sunset strip. London was a  

a band based on the New York Dolls and 70’s British 

Glam Rock, however by the mid eighties they had 

turned into a fully fledged Glam Metal band with 

heavy guitars and screaming vocals. 

 

 

Top- Nikki Sixx(left) and Lizzy Grey Right in rehearsal with an earyl line up of 

London, Bottom- Nikki Sixx and Nigel Benjamin formerly of Mott the Hoople. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Musicians who would go on to join bands that would 

make it immediately started flooding in, and just as 

fast back out again to answer the call of stardom.  And 

it was just this that caused founding member Nikki 

Sixx to leave as he became disenchanted with his 

original vision for the band and found the constant 

line up changed just too much. As Nikki exited London 

to take over the world with his new band Mötley Crüe, 

his former Sister band mate Blackie Lawless was 

recruited to take over his bass guitar duties but this 

‘Wild Child’ too was soon out and on to bigger things 

with W.A.S.P by 1982. 
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After a decade, London had recorded 2 studio albums 

and had a total 19 different members. The band made 

a cameo in the 1988 documentary ‘The Decline of 

Western Civilization Part II: The Metal Years’ where 

Lizzy Grey, the next to soon leave the band, called 

London the “training school for Rock Stars”. London 

was over once again in 1990.  

However by 2006 they were back. This resilient band, 

despite never making it to MTV star status like many of 

their alumni, kept trucking in pursuit of the music. 

Brought back to life by the lead singer of the last 

incarnation of the band, Nadir D'Priest, preparations 

for London’s come back were in the works until 2012 

when they made their first appearance since the 90’s 

on a European tour. Since reforming the new London 

line up have partaken in a Mötley Crüe tribute record 

for Cleopatra Records titled ‘Shout at the Devil’ and 

released a demo compilation CD under the same 

record label titled ‘London the Metal Years’. Rumour 

has it that a new record is in the works, with a release 

date yet to be set. 

Although the journey of London is a shamelessly name 

dropping story, despite their lack of mainstream 

success they have been essential in training up Rock 

Stars ready to hit up the big time in bands like Guns N’ 

Roses and Cinderella. There have been a total of 24 

members over the years in London and since their 

inception in the late seventies have been a tough and 

resilient presence in Hollywood Metal. With three 

studio albums to their name, and another one in the 

works, time will tell if London will have one more 

chance to maybe surpass their cult status.    

Notable London Alumni 

Alan Krigger- Giuffria (2010- Present) 

Fred Coury- Cinderella (1985-1986) 

Bobby Marks- Keel (1984-1986) 

Izzy Stradlin—Guns N’ Roses (1984-1985) 

Blackie Lawless- W.A.S.P (1980-1982) 

Nigel Benjamin- Mott the Hoople Pre- London (1980) 

Nikki Sixx- Mötley Crüe (1978-1980) 

Lizzy Grey- Spiders and Snakes (1978-1988) 

After the band had temporarily split shortly after 

Blackie’s exit, London was resurrected in 1984 new 

vocalist Nadir D'Priest, and future Guns N’ Roses 

guitarist Izzy Stradlin, another exit just waiting to 

happen. It seemed that no one was willing to stick 

around in London as other former members include 

Fred Coury who left to join Cinderella and Bobby 

Marks who called it quits to go and join Keel. 

Nadir D'Priest lead singer of London from 1985-1990 and of the 

current line up. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Former Wrathchild UK- 

British Glam Legend: 

ROCKY SHADES! 

All the Metal Madness from Wrathchild to Wildside Riot! 

 
decade of decadence that would later bring other bands 

commercial success , what stopped Wrathchild UK 

from from reaching the same worldwide commercial 

success as Mötley Crüe and Poison? 

RS: Multi mismanagement, bad luck and some lengthy 

unnecessary legal wrangles kept us from reaching the 

heights we deserved. 

GP: Wrathchild UK’s sound was a lot more raw and 

heavy than some of the later Glam Metal bands that 

came after you. Looking back, do you embrace the 

Glam Metal label for the band whole heartedly or do 

you see there to have been other musical influences and 

elements? 

RS: There have always been other musical influences and 

elements; the UK Glam Rock genre was born from an 

amalgamation of the Glam Rock we grew up on (Sweet, 

Slade, T-Rex etc) and the heavier metallic sounds of our 

fav bands at that time Judas Priest, UFO, AC/DC. In short 

we felt that glam rock was a bit fluffy sounding so we gave 

it the metal edge to give it attitude and that’s how the UK 

Glam Metal scene came about. 

How did the crazy Wrathchild UK look come about?  

RS: The look came about by the simple fact that as there 
was no internet during our early years and any innovative 
clothing shops were well out of our price range we had to 
make our own stage clothes. To make them unique we had 
to make them as bizarre as possible. Most of the outfits 
reflected a touch of each band members personalities coz 
let’s face it we were all 2 parts crazy 1 part sane. 
 

GP: After having attempted to revive Wrathchild UK 

multiple times you now have an entirely unrelated new 

band Wildside Riot. What made you decide to leave the 

Wrathchild UK concept behind and what’s the biggest 

difference between your new band and your old band? 

RS: the Wrathchild concept was left behind after a war to 

own the trademark. After wasting a large sum of money  

 

Most people will remember Rocky Shades as the 

explosive blonde bombshell who fronted Wrathchild 

UK in the 80’s, one of the earliest yet most 

underrated Glam Metal bands to have come out of 

the British Metal scene. Despite never hitting the big 

time record deals, the music spoke for itself and 

Rocky fronted this vicious Metal machine with fierce 

presence and hardcore attitude. With a dedicated 

cult following from Wrathchild UK, the vicious 

Metal vocalist has since laid Wrathchild UK to rest 

and is back with an all new hard hitting Metal band: 

‘Wildside Riot’. Although the blonde locks are long 

since gone, Rocky’s on stage presence stays 

consistent as Wildside Riot rock just as hard and 

loud as the rest! Here’s what Rocky had to say……    

GP: You are widely known as the lead singer from 

Former English Glam Metal band ‘Wrathchild UK’ 

who have been named as “The Godfarthers of Glam 

Metal” Having sported a look and sound early in the 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clockwise- Rocky Shades performing in Wrathchild as the well 

remembered blonde bad boy lead singer- Wrathchild ‘Trash Queens’ 1985 

album cover- Wrathchild and their biggest female fan? Rockky on stage 

with Wrathchild about to launch a ‘NA NA NA NA NA NUKKLEAR 

ROKKET’!-Cover for Wrathchilds debut album ‘Stakk Attakk’-Rocky 

shooting a Glam pose sometime during the decade of decadence!    

fighting for the right to operate under the name 

Wrathchild I decided to put something together that 

would fill all the elements that I considered missing from 

the original band, duel guitars, alternating solos, a skilful 

inventive drummer who could pull off multiple styles, 

and songs that although being very tongue in cheek were 

more adult oriented and more attitude laden. 

GP: Are you in contact with any former Wrathchild 

UK members? 

RS: Not overtly friendly contact but I have appeared at a 

biker festival this year where most of the individual 

Wrathchild members played in their new bands. As 

Wrathchild had a major falling out with their bass player 

and self professed leader over matters that I tried to get 

through to them during the trademark war. As I was no 

longer considered the villain in this play, the other 

members of Wrathchild chatted to me over a few beers 

and we did the reminiscent shit. 

GP: What’s your craziest anecdote from the 80’s the 

decade of decadence? 

RS: My favourite story is the guy who went to shake my 

hand while I was on stage in the full spiked stakk attakk 

outfit, he unbalanced me I fell over our barbed wire 

barricade and impaled his hand to the floor with my spiked 

shoulder armour (non of our stage gear was plastic or 

rubber it was all real metal nails and blades). When he got 

up off the floor and showed me the hole through his hand I 

just exclaimed the phrase “whoa stigmata”. I have met up 

with this guy recently and we chat regularly, although I’m 

feeling slightly guilty as I may have stunted his growth 

being as he is only about 3 ft high now ha ha. 

GP: How have you changed as a person from the early 

days of Wrathchild UK to present? 

RS: I’m singing better now, I’ve mellowed a bit but I’m 

still as crazy as a box of frogs, I’ve got less teeth, impaired 

hearing and crippled feet from the stack heel boots. 

GP: What do you make of the new wave of Glam/ 

Sleaze Metal predominantly coming out of 

Scandinavia? 

RS: Great, I love hardcore superstar, Pete London of 

Crashdïet is a friend of ours and I love his band, also there 

is a possibility of Wildside Riot supporting Sister on a few 

dates next year. 

GP: What are most hoping to achieve with your current 

band Wildside Riot? 

RS: Another great album, some worldwide touring and to 

have a damn good time while I can still do it. 

GP: What’s coming up in the near future for you and 

the band? 

RS: A second album, more festival dates, more touring, 

another video and some good support slots 

 

Website: wildsideriot.co.uk….Twitter:@WildsideRiot 

FB: www.facebook.com/Wildsideriot...YouTube: Rocky Shades 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why All Bad Things Must Come to an End: The Real 

Reason Mötley Crüe are Calling it Quits. 

…and to think they did this all just to Rock! 

 

 R.I.P. 

Mötley Crüe, since their explosion onto the scene in 

1981 have been undoubly one of the most influential, 

popular and successful bands to come out of the strip. 

After their insane debut on Sunset Boulevard they 

were soon out and on to bigger thing with world 

tours, million $ recording contracts , selling out 

stadiums and of course and an endless supply of 

‘Girls Girls Girls’ willingly throwing themselves at 

the four Hair Metal heart throbs. After over 30 years 

of stadium status success, despite some turmoil 

during the 90’s, they have continued to sell out huge 

venues across the world and have a total of 9 studio 

albums to their name. Their adoring fans, the Crüe-

Heads, were understandably shocked and heart 

broken when their Heavy Metal heroes announced in 

2013 that they would tour one final time before 

calling it quits after three debauched decades of 

decadence. But why, after so much adoration and 

success that still stands just as strong today would the 

fierce foursome, Mötley Crüe wanna walk away from 

it all now? Let’s investigate……………    

Whilst there are some bands who ardently declare 

that they will be rocking till their dying day, others 

chose to turn their backs on the Music Industry 

before it has the chance to turn its backs on them. 

Ironically one of the biggest and longest standing 

legends of Rock had planned to call it a day long 

before he actually did, and is in fact yet to give up 

on Rock. Mick Jagger who in an interview during 

the 70’s had stated “I’d rather be dead than singing 

‘Satisfaction’ when I’m forty-five”. Now in 2015, 

and way past the ‘forty- five’ mark, Jagger 

continues to tour and against his word sing 

‘Satisfaction’ amongst all the other Stones hits. 

Whilst the Rolling Stones are praised by many for 

keeping up the Rock n Roll ‘Satisfaction’ well into 

their 60’s, the intended youthful spirit associated 

with Rock music itself somewhat makes them a 

target for tabloid satire. After their 2013 

Glastonbury set the British newspaper ‘Daily Mail’ 

came out that week with Mick and Keith on their 

front page followed by the headline “Glastonbury’s 

Night of the Living Dead”.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Could it be fear of Rock n Roll ageism like that 

mentioned that is so urgently calling time on Mötley 

Crüe? For a band with an age average of 56, that has an 

enormous youth following, it doesn’t seem to be too 

much of an ominous prospect. According to most of the 

statements put out by band members it seems to be more 

a move to protect the existing legacy. To have the band, 

as put by founding member Nikki Sixx, “bow out with 

dignity”, rather than “hobble off” ending up as obscure  

has beens seems to be critical for the band. 

According to Rolling Stone magazine, the Crüe have been 

planning their big exit for a while as they had always been 

contentious about protecting the band as an institution, 

rather than turning it into a commoditised joke by trailing 

it around along after, as put by the always gracefully 

worded Tommy Lee, “there was no milk left in the titties.” 

Nikki went on to say:  

“It's like when people put on certain t-shirts – 

you put a Ramones t-shirt on and you're like 

“I'm going out, I've got my Ramones gear on, 

and I'm not ashamed.” I want that for Mötley 

Crüe – when someone puts on their Too Fast 

for Love shirt in twenty years, they go, “Fuck, 

those guys, man.”” 

Unlike Jagger, who to this day is a walking contradiction 

to his previous ‘Rock is not for oldies’ attitude, Mötley 

Crüe are adamant that this IS the end. The four of them 

have signed a legal contract, the first of its kind, which is 

titled the ‘cessation of touring agreement’- which, in 

short, legally prohibits the band from touring past the  

 

date stated and mutually agreed upon within the contract. 

Despite this, the band have pointed out that the contract 

does not go as far as to prohibit the release of new music, 

something they have insinuated they may delve into once 

the contract is enforced.  

Much to the tune of Robert Plant, who has turned down 

multi-million $ offers for a long term Led Zeppelin and 

stated “I don’t want to be stuck in the 70’s or 80’s”, 

Mötley Crüe are weary of the damaging effect on the  

 

should they continue for too long. Sixx is also vividly aware 

that should they continue past their due date, contentions 

would accumulate, leading to exits and replacements, greatly 

violating the image of the original line-up, that fans hold so 

dear. Both mentioned acrimonious prospects are things of 

which the damaging effect has become all too clear in the 

case of KISS who’s farewell tour last a few years at most 

before they were back again with only half of the original 

line up, leaving great fragmentation within their fan base. 

Nikki Sixx commented “We're one of the few bands left out 

there that has the original members.” something he is proud 

of and is adamant to maintain until their final show.  

The final ‘All Bad Things Must Come to an End’ tour is 

expected to finish sometime this year, however fans worried 

that they won’t get to see their heroes one last time needn’t 

fret as Crüe are still studiously making their way around the 

world. Vince has since announced that the very last show 

will take place at West Hollywood’s Whiskey a Go Go, the 

famous Sunset Strip club that gave them their big break. 

This infamous band is promised to “go out with a big f*** 

bang” and despite it being a bitter sweet goodbye have made 

a smart decision, in making sure they ‘Don’t go Away Mad’ 

but instead go with loud guitars and fierce attitude…the 

same way they got here! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fearsome Female Front Woman of 

FEMME FATALE……. 

Lorraine Lewis!  

Lorraine Lewis, the sassy Metal vixen of Femme 

Fatale has caused a Rock n Roll riot these past two 

years with her new all star all female line up of the 

band. The powerhouse vocalist resurrected Femme 

Fatale in 2013 after a 25 year long absence. After a 

solo career during Femme Fatales interval, delving 

into Country and New Age, Lorraine is back where 

she belongs- in Rock, and the crowds love her. 

Lorraine tells Glamour Pill! all the  Rock n Roll 

details from the Decade of Decadence to now….. 
    

After 25 years of being absent, Femme Fatale was 

resurrected in 2013. What made you decide to 

reform the band with all new members and why was 

the timing in 2013 just right?   

“I am so happy to be back!! Femme Fatale was invited 

to perform on the Monsters of Rock Cruise 2013. I was 

contacted in the spring of 2012 and was sworn to 

secrecy and had to figure out who my band was going to 

be! Of course I have great memories of the original band 

members, but the guitarist Bill D’Angelo had passed 

away years ago. I knew that I would need to find another 

guitar player and then a light bulb went off in my head 

and I decided to go all female!! I contacted the best 

female guitarists around Nita Strauss and Courtney Cox. 

Once they were on board, I started hand picking the 

members and I am stoked to say they are all kick ass 

girls! Nita Strauss, Courtney Cox, Janis Tanaka, Katt 

Scarlett and Athena Kottak.”    

Back in the day Femme Fatale was an all male band 

apart from you, whereas now it’s all female. How 

does the current dynamic compare to back in the 

day?   

“The girls bring a new energy to the music, the vibe and 

we just have a blast together!! They’re all amazing 

players and that’s what was the most important. They 

are my sisters, family, and Lifers. The fact that they’re 

badasses on stage and look great doing it is a plus that I 

embrace!” 

What was the reaction from your original band 

mates when they found out you were reforming the 

band without them, and did you ever consider 

reforming the original line up rather than returning 

with all new members? 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The original band was hoping to be included in the new 

lineup but once we talked it over and realizing the 

logistics (they’re in New Mexico, I’m in LA) they 

understood. Hey, the bass player is my brother! It wasn’t 

easy to tell him, but in the end they are happy and 

supportive of me and the new lineup.” 

What’s your wildest and most insane memory from 

the decade of decadence? 

“I can’t share all my wildest memories because it was a 

roller coaster and I like to keep secrets, but one of my 

favourite memories was having Vince Neil from Mötley 

Crüe invite me to perform at KNAC’s “Find The 

Children” benefit at the Santa Monica Civic! It was a 

night of mayhem & metal with some of the 80’s most 

popular bands. Lita and I were the only girls on the bill 

which was pretty cool!!” 

 

 

How do you think Glam Metal bands from the 80’s who 

continue their career today fit in the current music 

industry and how does Femme Fatale stand out? 

“There will always be fans of the 80’s!! It was a magical time, 

the Sunset Strip, the big hair, the craziness!! Glam Metal will 

never die and Femme Fatale made it’s mark back in the day by 

being one of those bands but fronted by a woman. I am happy 

to say that people still dig the music and love the new lineup!” 

Back the 80’s; apart from the Vixen girls, you were 

fairly unique being a female front woman in the 

testosterone ruled world that was Hair Metal. Many 

have criticized Glam Metal for being chauvinistic. Do 

you agree to any extent and did you experience any 

misogyny or sexism for defying the archetype?   

“Most businesses are male driven, but that never stopped 

me from accomplishing my dreams. Back in the day, 

radio stations would play ONE female rocker during the 

day. It was either Lita Ford, Vixen or Femme Fatale (of 

course there were other girl fronted bands as well). We 

were all friendly with each other, but it was a bit 

competitive to have a radio station pick up your song. 

When I was on my promotional tour, I would stop at a 

radio station and if Lita’s poster or Vixen’s poster was on 

their wall, I knew they wouldn’t pick up Femme Fatale. It 

was a race to be the first through the door! Crazy right??” 

What exiting and new things are there coming for you 

and the band? 

“Femme Fatale has new shows coming up in 2015 and I 

have plans to release the 2nd Original Femme Fatale 

Record from 1989!!. It is going to be released by F n A 

Records this year! Details coming soon on the Facebook 

page. Me and the girls have added some of those songs to 

the set and the response has been great!! We have been 

invited to play in Japan and all across the country so visit 

us at www.facebook.com/ILoveFemmeFatale 

orwww.ILoveFemmeFatale.com - We are fingers 

crossed for a Season 4 of Ex Wives of Rock, and my 

partners and I are developing more reality shows!! Life is 

good!!! Thank you to all the friends and fans of the band 

and for digging what we do! XOXO” 

www.lorrainecafe.com 

www.facebook.com/ILoveFemmeFatale 

@LorraineKicks (Twitter)  

Instagram.com/Lorrainerocks 

What some people may not know is that, as well as being 

the rocking metal vixen front woman of Femme Fatale, 

you are also the brains behind Slice TV’s Ex Wives of 

Rock. How did the idea for the show come about, and 

how did you go about making it a reality? 

“I dream a lot and like to make things happen. So my best 

buddy, Lisa Brucker and I were brainstorming reality show 

ideas and one thing led to another!! It wasn’t easy being new 

comers to the television business and even though we got a 

lot of “no’s” it only takes one door to open to make a dream 

a reality! The Slice Network in Canada liked the idea and 

picked up the show. We just finished our Season 3 finale and 

are “fingers crossed” for a Season 4 of Ex Wives of Rock! 

www.facebook.com/ExWivesofRockInstagram.com/ExWivesofRock  

Ex Wives of Rock is a reality show about 4 women that were 

married to Rock Stars: Athena Kottak (who is also my 

drummer), Sharise Neil, Bobbie Brown, Blue Dixon. I hope 

you will check it out!” 

 

Glamour Pill’s! Top 5 Femme 

Fatale Tunes! 

5…‘Rebel’ (1989) 

4…‘Touch and Go’ (1988) 

3…‘Waiting for the Big One’ (1988) 

2…‘Quicksand’ (1988) 

1… ‘Falling In and Out of Love’ 

(1989) 



 



THE BEST HAIR METAL ALBUMS! 

Reviewed by Shagging Ponies!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember Shagging Ponies, one of our top New Skool Glam Metal bands  from last month’s 

‘Sleazy 2015’…well the crazy hard-core Rockers from the Netherlands are back in the magazine, 

this time to review their favourite Hair Metal albums. Check it out! 

Johnny Bronco on 'Fair Warning’ 

by Van Halen (1981) 

“Everybody keeps talking about 

'Jump'. But let me tell you: I 

wasn't there in '81, cause I'm only 

20 years old, but 'Fair Warning' is 

a great album! It's a little darker 

than the Van Halen songs we all 

know and love, but it's so sleazy 

Lou DeScorpio on 'The Final Countdown’ by 

Europe (1986) 

“Oh my God, dude... When Glamour Pill asked me to do a 

short review on my favourite album of all time, I fuckin' 

panicked! How am I supposed to pick my favourite album 

of all time when there are so many great albums to choose 

from!? So I made a list and had to cross some amazing 

bands off it to get to my all time favourite. I apologize to 

all my friends and fuckin'  role models in Motley Crue, 

Poison, Def Leppard, Van Halen, Guns n' Roses, Robby 

Valentine, Winger, RATT, Aerosmith and Skid Row... 

Because when I was only 6 years old in 1986, I walked 

into this lame playbackshow for kids who were a little 

older than me in a local youth center and saw something 

that totally screwed me up in the best way possible.There 

were five ten-year-olds playing fake guitar on hockey-

sticks and tennis rackets, moving there lips to Europe's 

'The Final Countdown'. I instantly knew what I wanted to 

be when I grew up.. I wanted to be Joey Tempest. It took 

me a couple of years before I finally bought the album, 

being only six, and all. But when I did, I cursed myself for 

waiting so long. There was not a single song on that 

record that wasn't completely amazing. This was so much 

better than listening to my dad's Beatles-albums and my 

mom's Elvis Presley records. I fell in love with Hairmetal, 

let my hair grow out, bought a guitar and dressed like a 

fuckin' rockstar, dude.” 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dave Gonzo on 'Appetite for Destruction' by Guns n' 

Roses (1987) 

“Ever since I was a little kid, I looked like 

Slash. It's gotta be fate, because everything 

about 'Appetite for Destruction' felt right to 

me. The songwriting was brilliant, the lyrics 

were genius and the guitarsolos were inspiring 

to me as a young guitarist. 'Sweet Child o 

Mine' and 'Paradise City’ were among the first 

songs I learned to play as a kid. My parents 

were pretty poor, so I played them on an old 

and crappy acoustic guitar. It drove the 

neighbours crazy! When Lou and I first started 

Shagging Ponies, 'Sweet Child’ was the very 

first song we played together...  Remember the 

album cover? The cross with the skulls, 

dressed up like Axl and Slash and Izzy? I have 

that tattooed on my dick... Wanna see?” 

Paolo Vagino on 'Get a Grip' by Aerosmith (1993) 

“The first couple of times I saw the video for 'Cryin'' 

on MTV, I was focused on Alicia Silverstone, touching 

myself. But after a while I started to really like the 

music, went out and bought the album. I listened to it 

once and completely forgot about the girl in the damn 

video... Alicia who!? 'Eat the Rich' became my 

personal anthem and 'Amazing' seemed to tell the story 

of my life. While everybody was talking about Steven 

Tyler and Joe Perry, I was the only one of my friends 

who was totally blown away by this amazing drummer 

and litterally one of the best bass-players in the world; 

Tom Hamilton. 

I pawned my guitar a few days later and bought an old 

Rickenbacker bass, put new strings on it and played it 

until my fingers got blisters. And then I played it some 

more, man! Aerosmith rocks!” 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Fill on 'Feel the Steel' by Steel Panther 

(2009) 

“Is there a more awesome band on 

this planet than Steel Panther? I bet 

there isn't!  'Feel the Steel' has it 

all; Humour, great riffs, 

AMAZING drums and Michael 

Starr has got to be one of the best 

singers in the world at this moment. 

Don't tell Lou I said that, 'cause I 

keep telling him the same thing. 

But I mean it this time! 'Feel the 

Steel' is a tribute to the great Rock 

stars of the past and brings DEATH 

TO ALL BUT METAL!!  I fucking 

love it!!” 

 Johnny Bronco on 'Fair Warning’ by Van Halen (1981) 

“Everybody keeps talking about 'Jump'. 

But let me tell you: I wasn't there in '81, 

cause I'm only 20 years old, but 'Fair 

Warning' is a great album! 

It's a little darker than the Van Halen 

songs we all know and love, but it's so 

sleazy and loud I just can't go a year 

without listening to that album. To me, 

Eddie van Halen (A Dutch guy, like 

me!) is the father of modern day rock 'n 

roll. Motley Crue and Guns n' Roses are 

great, but Van Halen paved the road 

they used to change the world...” 

Check out Shagging Ponies and their awesome music at…….. www.spgr.nl 



 



Awesome Songs Released by 80’s Hair 

Metal Artists After 2000! 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Saints of Los Angeles’ by Mötley Crüe- 2008 

From the album of the same name, Mötley Crüe’s 

‘Saints of Los Angeles’ has the classic Crüe sound 

however manages to sound contemporary at the 

same time. Vince’s hardcore attitude and vocal skill 

remains on form as the band surround his singing 

with a wall of sharp n heavy sound. With the same 

head banging riffs and anthemic chorus’ that made 

them Rock legends in the first place, ‘Saints of Los 

Angeles’ is rockin’ proof that Mötley Crüe are 

timeless! 

‘Hologram’ by House of Lords- 2011 

Classic 21st centaury AOR! The House of Lords’ 

2011 album ‘Big Money’ features a collection of 

great melodic tracks; however Hologram takes the 

centre stage with its catchy riffs and piercing 

chorus’s. This song is by no means a tiresome 

repetition of their 80’s song formula. It defiantly 

has a contemporary edge to it however remains true 

to the classic and much loved House of Lords 

sound.    

‘Life’s a Song’ by Warrant- 2011 

Although it will always be the classic Jani Lane era 

songs like ‘Cherry Pie’ and ‘Down Boys’ which will be 

at the forefront of Warrants legacy, Robert Mason, 

vocalist as of 2008, does a great job on this upbeat and 

light-hearted single. Its optimistic tone is amplified by 

the jangling opening guitar chords which lead into a 

great melodic and brilliantly rhythmic vocal line. The 

song has an underlying Southern Rock element and is a 

step in the right direction for Warrant in this tough era 

for Rock bands. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Breathe’ by Ted Poley- 2011 

Ted Poley, lead vocalist of Melodic Metal kings- 

Danger Danger, keeps up his reputation for catchy 

AOR here with 2011’s ‘Breathe’. The simple 

beginning acoustic guitar line acts as a basis for the 

entire song and allows Teds soulful vocal talent to 

shine. The instrumentation binds together perfectly 

alongside Teds vocals and delivers a perfect example 

of how great Melodic Rock can be in the pop 

processed world of the 21st century. Well worth a 

listen!     

‘Earth Girls’ by Pretty Boy Floyd- 2003 

A Lo-Fi but rockin’ track from Pretty Boy Floyd’s 2003 

album ‘Size Really Does Matter’. The songs tone is of a 

slightly more (but not by much) well produced 

Bubblegum Punk vibe like that of Heart Throb Mob. 

Despite this, its minimalistic production gives it a hard 

Punk edge, amplified by the chaotic drums that pierce 

through this awesome song. It’s a great track with all 

the quirky instrumentation and lyric content expected 

from the eccentric Pretty Boy Floyd and stands out as 

unique against their 80’s repertoire.        

‘Treasure Girl’ by Vain- 2011 

Vain, are not only one of the most underrated Glam 

Metal bands, but their song ‘Treasure Girl’ from the 

2011 album ‘Enough Rope’ is a vastly underrated 

ballad. Davy Vain pulls an emotion tone from his 

unique vocal style and sings the ballad in both a 

sensitive and captivating manner. The lead guitar 

lines are simple yet highly effective against the rest 

of the song as their decorative riffs and fills give the 

song an extra dimension. ‘Treasure Girl’ greatly 

proves Vain’s worth as writers and musicians and 

really does show that not all the great bands make it.           

HOUSE OF LORDS: www.jameschristianmusic.com/home.html 

MÖTLEY CRÜE: www.motley.com 

WARRANT: www.warrantrocks.com 

TED POLEY: www.tedpoley.com 

PRETTY BOY FLOYD: www.prettyboyfloydband.com 

VAIN: www.davyvain.com 

           



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sleazy 2015! 
Check out this month’s Kickass and crazy New Skool Glam Metal, Hair Metal and 

Sleaze!  

Dead End Gypsies 

“Dead end gypsies is a band that just loves to 

have a good time.just 4 guys with love to 

play,simple as that.D.E.G is Micky Two-Rivers 

on Lead vocals,Vinnie Harlott on drums,Sean 

Pierre on guitar and Eddy Slater on bass.” 

What do you represent as a band? 

As a band we represent having good times, fun 

dirty rock n roll. We are entertainers so if we get 

to take people away from there every day life for 

45 mins then we did alright. 

What kind of people do you get coming to 

your shows? 

We welcome everybody to our shows, the more 

variety of people the better. So with that said we 

get all kinds of people coming to the shows 

What is the dream goal for the band?  

The main goal for the band is being able to keep 

doing what we love to do and that is write music 

and play shows, why because that's just who we 

are. If we get to the point where we get to make a 

good living off music than that all great but we 

just love playing. 

www.facebook.com/DeadEndGypsiesOfficial 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rüben Sykes 

“My name is Rüben Sykes, i'm a guitarist and singer of Glam 

Metal, I'm a solo artist, My influences are: Whitesnake, 

Reckless Love, Bon Jovi, Motley Crue, Van Halen, Poison, 

Aerosmith, Queen, Guns N' Roses.... My style is 80s Rock, 

Country, Blues... I played in several places the most important 

the Spanish Solidarity Rock Festival ¨Mentrida Rock¨ with big 

bands of the Spanish Rock, and I had the opportunity to thank 

the festival go on a TV in Spain...” 

When did you decide that you wanted to rock? 

I decided to get into the rock, when you hear the song of 

Whitesnake ¨Is This Love¨ the guitar solo from John Sykes 

and the voice of David Coverdale I got caught in the rock! 

What do you want to accomplish with your music in the 

future? 

I want to make people happy listening to my music, as it is in 

the 80s! 

What message do you wanna get across as an artist? 

The message I want to convey to people when I get on a stage, 

is that people have a good time, to forget problems, and see 

that the Slaze 80 is very much alive!!! 

Twitter: @Ruben_Sykes 

YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/RubSykes21 Thanks to all the bands and artists in this month’s ‘Sleazy 2014’ 

If you’re in a rockin’ Sleaze, Glam or AOR band, send your 

EPK to…….. 

Email: glamourpillmagazine@gmail.  

Website: glamourpillmagazine.wix.com/glamourpillmagazine   

Twitter: @GlamourPill 

Facebook: Glamour Pill Magazine 



Being glam in the 21st  

Century!  
* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are reading this right now, chances 

are you are a 21st century Glamster…good 

on you. You have avoided the mass pop 

consumption that assaults the ears of all 

those who tune in to mainstream radio and 

the once great n glam MTV. Glam Metal or 

Sleaze as it is more commonly known 

today may have slipped off the mainstream 

radar however there remains a small but 

passionate following of the 80’s Hair Metal 

trend all around the world. On the surface 

Glam Metal is the music of jaded adults 

clinging on to their high school years, much 

like in the hit 2011 comedy ‘Hot Tub Time 

Machine’ where main character Lou rocks 

out to Mötley Crüe as the sound track to his 

mid life crisis. Whilst there are desolate 

Hair Metal forums across the web and 

certain bands that never made it still playing 

to an audience of five somewhere in a 

rundown bar near Vegas, many fail to see 

the new movement of passionate youth who 

dig Ratt, Poison and Dokken just as much as 

their parents. All over the world, younger’s  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

are growing their hair out and teezing it up to 

‘Lay it Down’, ‘Talk Dirty To Me’, 

‘Breakin’ the Chainz’ or some other 80’s 

gem that the rest of the world has long since 

forgotten about. In a world dominated by 

substanceless Pop and Hipster sheep that 

obsess over the latest iphone app as they sip 

their pretentiously named Starbucks, being 

Glam in the 21st century is a little different 

than those Sunset Strip heydays to say the 

least. Glam in the 21st century has become 

relatively underground, however has its 

various prominences in certain parts of the 

world.  

Back in 2000, a decade after the death of the 

original wave of Glam Metal, a Swedish 

band called Crashdïet formed. They were the 

first Glam act to be signed in over a decade 

and immediately set off a revolution across 

Scandinavia as a year later the Glam 

explosion that is Reckless Love formed in 

Finland, closely followed by Santa Cruz, 

Crazy Lixx, Wildstreet and a bunch of other 

Scandinavian bad boys picking up where the 

American rebels of the 80’s had left off. 

Finnish Glam fan Chris told us that “glam 

fans have always been huge here” and that 

“Glam metal IS mainstream in Finland, 

though a bit less than dubstep. But Cruz and 

Reckless Love are having a good airplay on 

the radio and TV.” The new wave of 

Scandinavian Glam Metal bands such as 

Santa Cruz and the Reckless boys as Chris 

mentioned would be no where without a little 

band from Finland known as Hanoi Rocks 

early in the decade of decadence and one 

Michael Monroe who today has earned 

‘national treasure’ status in his native land. 

According to Chris, Hanoi Rocks “have been 

innovators” for the entire Glam Metal scene. 

Glam seems to have been routed in 

Scandinavia since the 80’s as the original 

wave of Hair Metal saw Swedish big ballers 

Europe take over the American music scene 

alongside the hugely influential Hanoi Rocks 

and with the dawn of the 2000’s the 

Scandinavians are unquestionably the leaders 

of the Sleaze Rock revolution. Vice.com 

have even sited Finland’s capital: Helsinki as 

“The Sunset Strip of Europe” where decadent 

and sleazy rock n roll rules just like the 

80’s….heaven for any Glam Rocker in the 

very un- rock n roll world of the 21st century.   

The USA’s relationship with Glam today is a 

little dysfunctional and the mainstream  

kids dismiss it for the huge influx of 

American Pop, Rap and Hip Hop. K, 

presenter of Hard-core Glam Radio show 

‘Psychotic Reaction Radio’ has been a fan of 

Hair Metal since the 80’s and lived through 

the original American era of decadence. He 

says “I'm not sure the general population even 

think about the new Sleaze/Glam bands out 

now. Mostly I think it’s looking back 

nostalgically”. He puts the American apathy 

to Hair Metal in the 21st century down to the 

fact that “It got watered down, overblown and 

overplayed. Us diehards still liked the scene, 

the attitude but it ran its "trendy" course for 

the mass media.” Although American youths 

being into Glam is not completely unheard of 

its following is minimal and despite the 

annual M3 fest and Rocklahoma, the general 

American attitude towards it in retrospect in 

shame. Shame for the clashing outfits, the 

huge hair, the cliché music videos. Some of 

the very reasons it is loved and embraced in 

Spain, one of the biggest hot spots for Glam 

fans across the world. They may have missed 

out on the 80’s Glam Metal trend, however 

they more than make up for it now as there is 

a conspicuous youth culture where Ratt and 

Whitesnake are legends, cowboy boots are 

cool and the bigger the hair the better.       

 

Although the Spanish seemed to be 

conspicuously absent from the original 80’s 

Glam take over, Spain is now filled with 

passionate bandanna wearing youth who 

head bang to Van Halen and Mötley Crüe 

and dress just like they did in the decade of 

decadence. It is curious how the Pop Metal 

of over 30 years ago has found its way from 

the USA to the counter culture of Spain.   

Cezz Arr 

Hollywood Twist 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We spoke to Spanish Glam Rocker Mixx- 

Louie and asked his opinion on why Glam 

Metal has it hit so big with the 21st century 

kids of Spain. He told us it was “the 

American dream, the lack of good music and 

nostalgia for the 80’s”. For Mixx-Louie, his 

love for Glam started early as he said “I was 

young I met Poison and then I met a style- 

very elaborate and transmitting what I want to 

express with my music and attitude.” Spanish 

Glam influenced band Hollywood Twist also 

gave their opinions on the question and put it 

down to the fact that the Hard Rockers of 

Spain are all just “a little bit disappointed that 

we were not around to live those great days” 

and now “are simply trying our very best to 

bring those days back.” The Glam Metal 

counter culture in Spain is undeniable as their 

obsession for all things 80’s is a strong 

presence in the youth culture at the moment. 

Top Spanish Glamster Cezz Arr tells us “at 

present the glam style in my country is very 

popular especially in the young people if you 

go out to the bar you will find a group of boys 

and Girls with that style”.  

Despite the passion of the Glam Metal 

subcultures all around the world, the new 

bands of the genre have no easy ride getting 

gigs. Even in Spain, where the hair is as big 

as the love of Hair Metal, Hollywood Twist 

also shared their struggle in being a Glam 

band in this pop orientated day and age. They 

tell us “A lot of the venues and "promoters" 

in this country are just dirty rats who take 

advantage of our illusion and pretty much rip 

us off with abusive conditions to play”. They 

tell us that despite Spain’s passionate Glam 

counter culture they “are very few compared 

to the masses”. According to the Spanish 

rockers “This situation must change; 

otherwise Rock and Metal will just vanish in 

a couple of decades.” The band however have 

stuck to their Rock n Roll guns and managed 

to released their hard-core EP ‘Old Skool 

Rock n Roll’ last year.     

For American New Skool Sleaze band 

Chaotic Resemblance things aren’t much 

easier in the Glam condemned land of 21st 

centaury USA. Despite this, they are doing 

well and doing what they love. The band tells 

us that “some people have preconceived ideas 

of what Glam is but once people see that our 

style is so aggressive with some modern 

tuning they are blown away” For them, Glam  

Metal is “all about the fun loving high energy 

music get up on your feet and move”; despite 

the pop/hip hop mainstream which hangs as a 

heavy rain cloud over USA rockers, Chaotic 

Resemblance have been able to block it out 

and follow their passion.  

                       Chaotic Resemblance 

‘The Children of the Revolution’ have latched 

on to both the new and original bands of 

Glam Metal and have come together online, 

sharing their passion for the music that ruled 

the world before they were even born. This 

uncanny phenomenon has been the subject of 

debate since the early 2000’s at Crashdïets 

formation. Why do the kids love their 

parent’s music so much in this day and age? 

According to American Glam fanatic, Rock n 

Roll blogger and Youtuber Azzy Poizon 

“Glam metal is accessible in a lot more ways 

today than it was”. With the explosion of the 

world wide web, Glam has been given a 

second chance with the internet generation 

and with popular websites like Sleaze Roxx, 

Glam Nation, Hair Metal Mansion, not to 

mention social media giants Twitter and 

Facebook younger and older fans have the 

means to connect and consume contemporary 

and original Glam Metal and the click of a 

mouse. For Azzy Poizon, as a young Glam 

fan in Glam hating USA “the internet is a 

beautiful place for Glam rockers”. She tells us 

“instagram is a place where I have found a lot 

of cool people on a whim I finally started to 

use the hashtag "#glamrocker" and of course 

when you click on it, it shows all of the others 

who have used it too.” Radio presenter K also 

sees the internet as a vital part of the Hair 

Metal revival and says “Bands can make their 

music accessible to a huge amount of people 

without the backing of a label or major radio 

airplay.” and has allowed him to share his 

passion for the music through his 90 minute 

radio show which he calls “A loud, crazy, 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

wild, indulgent celebration of EXCESS!” 

For most of the Pop consumed youth of the 

world, the legends of sunset strip are has 

been’s and have no importance in the 21st 

century where new auto tuned pop is mass 

produced and in your face. However fans old 

and young still turn up in their thousands to 

concert venues and arenas to rock out to 

Mötley Crüe, Sebastian Bach, Poison and all 

the other Sunset Strip Rockers who are 

keeping the 80’s alive through great 

perseverance against the industry who calls 

them outdated. It takes guts to be a proud 

Glam Metal fan in the 21st century as most 

people simply won’t understand, however the 

passion for the Sunset Strip era that once 

ruled the world still burns bright and is 

extremely evident with the hard-core Glam 

Rockers online who tweet, facebook and 

instagram all things 80’s n Sleaze with pride. 

Glam Metal, Hair Metal, Sleaze 

Rock…..whatever you may call it, it is an 

entity and a life style that will never die as 

long as the dedication stands firm and the 

passion continues to burn bright!           

 

A BIG thank you to:  

Chris Lee Valentine,  

Azzy Poizon  

(www.azzypoizon.blogspot.co.uk),  

K Ambrose 

(www.facebook.com/PsychoticReactionRadio)  

Hollywood Twist 

(hollywoodtwist.bandcamp.com) 

Cezz Arr 

Mixx Louie  

Chaotic Resemblance 

(www.chaoticresemblance.com) 

For their help and input with this article! 

AND……… 

Cezz Arr, Azzy Poizon, Chirs Lee Valnetine and 

Colton Seaver, for allowing us to use their 

photos (from left on first page)* 

Rock on guys!  

 

Clockwise: Olli Herman, Sebastian Bach, Crashdïet, Mötley Crüe. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glamour Pill! Style Icons III! 
The THIRD instalment of ‘Style Icons’ here in the magazine. Its all here, Big Hair, 

Bandannas and badass Rock n Roll attitude. Check out this month’s style icons rockin’ the 

80’s aesthetic straight from Sunset Strip! 

PETE WATERS!  
Name: Pete Waters 

Country of Origin: Finland 

Occupation: Full-time 

musician, singer-

songwriter in Mary Celeste  

Favourite Band(s): Dogs 

D'Amour. Also Rolling 

Stones and New York Dolls. 

I dig old delta blues a 

lot too. 

Style Inspiration: Tyla 

from Dogs D'Amour, Keith 

Richards. 

Comments: I  try to keep my s tyle 

fa i rly s imple and classy but still 

outstanding. Scarves, rings and 

jewellery add personality. In the 

spirit of Dogs D'Amour, Rolling 

Stones and Hanoi Rocks.  

MEG DAKOTA SHADDIX!  

Name: Meg Dakota Shaddix 

Country of Origin: 

Australia 

Occupation: student  

Favourite Band(s): 

Mötley Crüe and Papa 

Roach.  

Style Inspiration: 

Myself, wanting to be 

different to everyone 

else 

Comments: I chose to 

dress this way to look 

different and to stand 

out, I didn't want to be 

like everyone else. 

LACHY TOXXIC!  
Name: Lachy Toxxic 

Country of Origin: Australia 

Occupation: Bass player & backup vox in 

band Toxic Daze 

Favourite Band(s): W.A.S.P, Motley 

Crue, GNR, Megadeth, Quiet Riot, Judas 

Priest, David Bowie, KISS, Foreigner, 

Blue Oyester Cult, Electric Light 

Orchestra, and heaps more! 

Style Inspiration: I'm like the 

illegitimate lovechild of Blackie 

Lawless, Nikki Sixx and David Bowie. 

Comments: I'm from Melbourne, Victoria 

and I'm influenced mostly by W.A.S.P 

and similar bands style-wise. I play 

bass guitar in the band Toxic Daze, 

check us a like if you feel inclined 

;) I'm just here to take back rock 'n 

roll and keep its heart pumping hard!  

 

Name: Jimi Hixx 

Country of Origin: England 

Occupation: Bass player & backup 

vox in band Toxic Daze 

Favourite Band(s):Ratt 

Style Inspiration: 70s and 80s 

glam of course, have always had 

a thing for the style and 

creativeness that has gone into 

though outfits. 

Comments: Not really sure what I 

can say really, some days I go 

for the denim jacket and some 

days I go for the leather, I 

always wear bandanas without 

fail and can't live without my 

chained cowboys. 

 

JIMY HIXX!  



HILARIOUS HAIR METAL 

ANIMATIONS! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THIS  is Steph, a 17 year old Hair Metal and animation fanatic from 

Philadelphia USA. She makes creative animated shorts of her Hair Metal 

heroes on YouTube and even got one of her drawings on the Guitar World 

Readers Page! Here is her passion for art, Glam and animating in her own 

words…………… 

"I've always been into art and drawing cartoons since I was young, and knew that it 

would be something I'd be doing for the rest of my life. I was 8 years old when I 

made what I consider to be my first animation, and haven't stopped animating since. 

I started to animate short cartoons, then brought music and rock n' roll into it by 

animating songs. I really liked the story element to animation, yet I've never been the 

best creative writer, so I started to take short parts of conversations from band 

interviews, and began animating bands- Guns N’ Roses, Motley Crue, Bon Jovi. 

When I was about twelve years old, my dreams were to create an album cover, and 

to animate for a band, which I always thought seemed silly, because I couldn’t think 

of any reasons a band would need cartoons. 

I started a channel on YouTube to share my videos with friends, and soon started 

using more professional programs to animate in.  I stopped posting videos on 

YouTube for about two years while I was learning to use and become familiar with 

new programs. This past summer, I began uploading new animations again and my 

art started getting more recognition. I drew an album cover for a band out of Detroit, 

Black Feather, for their upcoming debut album. In July, Satchel, lead guitarist of 

Steel Panther, shared one of my Steel Panther animations and one of my drawings 

of him that appeared in the “Reader Art” section of the August 2014 issue of Guitar 

World magazine.  In October, I finished the animated version of a Sixx Sense 

podcast, “Nikki’s Goldfish”, which Nikki Sixx and Sixx Sense posted on their 

Facebook and Twitter pages. Towards the end of the year, I did my first commission, 

a short and simple animation for Soraia, a Philadelphia based rock band, to help 

promote their feature on Little Steven’s Underground Garage Sirius XM radio station, 

fulfilling my dream from years ago. 

I never imagined my animations coming this far, especially before I’ve even reached 

the age of 18. Of course I always hoped that I’d complete my art goals of animating 

for a band and creating album art, but I just figured I would put those dreams aside 

for when I was older, gone to art school, and had a professional job in the animation 

industry.  I’m so grateful for all the opportunities I’ve had, and I can’t wait to see what 

I’ll get to do in 2015! If you want to do something, never stop working for it, never 

give up, because you never know where or when your opportunity will come along!" 

   @chillachins 

 

Steph, 17, Artist/ Animator 

‘Lady Bug’ featuring Steel Panther 

‘Nikki’s Fish’ featuring Nikki Sixx 

Steph’s artwork of Steel Panther’s                           

Satchel in Guitar Wold’s ‘Readers Art 

youtube.com/chillachins. 



 

 

  PLANET ROCK RADIO HOST: WYATT WENDELS! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Planet Rock Radio is the UK’s biggest, most rockin’ 

radio station for everything heavy n hard with a 

bunch great shows presented by some totally Rock 

n Roll hosts including Alice Cooper and Joe Elliot! 

Wyatt Wendels, top Planet Rock presenter hosts 

the ‘New Rock Show’ and loves to play AC/DC, Guns 

N’ Roses and everything in between. Wyatt talks to 

us here in this interview about Rock n Roll, Radio 

and having one of the coolest and most rockin’ jobs 

ever. 

What shows do you present and when can we 

catch them on Planet Rock? 

Monday to Friday 10am - 2pm(GMT) and The New 

Rock Show Saturday nights 10pm / Monday at 

Midnight into Tuesday. 

What kind of music do you like to play on your 

shows? 

The weekday shows cover pretty much all genres 

of rock from 1962-2015 from The Rolling Stones, 

The Who through Guns n Roses, Def Leppard to 

Metallica and beyond to current day artists and all 

points in between. The New Rock show is two 

hours of new music from the household names 

like AC/DC with new albums out right down to 

some unsigned and brand new bands with their 

debut EP's and singles out. 

How did you first get into radio and how did you 

end up working for one of the biggest UK radio 

stations? 

I took a two day radio course at an old Radio 1 

presenter's house back in the mid 90's and then 

just started sending out letters and tapes 

(remember them?!) and hoped to catch a break. It 

was a long and slow process for sure.....I'd love to 

have a glamorous rock n roll story about how I 

ended up at Planet Rock but the truth is one day 

they called me out of the blue back in 2012, and 

asked if I would like to cover some holiday. I 

pretty much stayed thereafter! 

Who have been amongst your favourite 

interviews on your radio shows? 

The best interviews are the ones where it feels 

like you could be talking to anyone let alone some 

of the world's biggest bands/ rock stars and they 

are the ones that can also talk which make for an 

easy interview.I'd say the best three would be Def 

Leppard, Ronnie Wood and Nickelback for all of 

the mentioned reasons. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who are you yet to interview that you’d like to? 

Aerosmith, Motley Crue and either Mick Jagger or 

/ and Keith Richards. 

Most people know Planet Rock as the 

destination for the Radio shows of the Rock stars 

Alice Cooper and Joe Elliot. Have you ever run in 

to either of them and do you listen to their 

shows? 

I listen to both at different times. Alice I've only 

seen once, Joe I've seen several times, often to 

talk shop about his projects. He is also a great go 

to guy if you are looking for some old school blues 

and rock that you want to be introduced to. 

What is your favourite part of the job? 

No two days are the same. I love the music and 

you never know who you could meet or/and 

interview in the building from one week to the 

next 

How were you first introduced to Rock music?  

Family osmosis! Through my mum and brother I 

was brought up on Mott The Hoople, The Stones, 

Foreigner, Motorhead, Saxon, Twisted Sister, 

Motley Crue and many others. 

With the internet taking over most mediums of 

music consumption do you think Radio will 

survive in the long run? 

I believe radio will always be around just with not 

as many stations and fewer presenters (a similar 

pattern the UK has been following for a few years 

now) As space runs on frequency dials and on DAB 

complexes I still think we could see the rise of 

internet super stations that are corporate funded 

by various brands and with sponsored shows and 

banners replacing traditional ad breaks. It seems a 

current gap in the market that could pick up 

momentum over the years. 

Rock out 

with Wyatt 

on Planet 

Rock Radio-  

www.planetrock.com 

+ FOLLOW 

WYATT ON  

TWITTER 

@WYATTVW 
 

 

 



Nineteeneightysomething…. 

Double motor drummer disaster in 1984 for Hanoi Rocks and Def Leppard and 

Space man Ace Frehely shows that there is life after KISS!    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Super Glam Slam round 4- 1984 this 

time and the Glam Metal drama takes a 

turn for the worst. With the death of 

Hanoi Rocks drummer Razzle and a 

near fatal car crash leading to Def 

Leppards drummer Rick Allen being left 

one arm short after the disaster, it’s fair 

to say that the year 1984 was a bad year 

for drummers in cars.        

Disaster struck for Def Leppards Rick 

Allen on December 31st of that year. 

When crusing on a country road whilst 

in England, another driver appeared on 

the road. The two began to get 

competitive and that’s when Rick lost 

control of the car. Ricks left arm was 

severed due to his not wearing a seat 

belt, and although doctors were initially 

able to reattach his arm, it has to be 

removed again because of an infection 

which developed shortly after.    

Despite the initial struggle of recovery 

and the slight obstacle of being the 

drummer of Def Leppard with now only 

one arm, Rick adapted and is now a 

Rock hero as he still manages to keep 

the Def Leppard beat going today 

without his left arm. He commented   

“What I've experienced through losing 

my arm, I wouldn't change.”. His will to 

overcome his accident has made him an 

admirable figure as he managed to still 

be a kickass drummer after the accident.  

Things didn’t end so well for Hanoi 

Rocks rhythm machine, Razzle 

however. During Hanoi Rocks first 

American tour, the band had been 

hanging out with Mötley Crüe. The fatal 

disaster occurred when Razzle and 

Vince Neil decided to take a drive down 

to the liquor store despite reportedly 

being already smashed. Vince Neil, the 

driver of the car, began speeding in his 

drunken haze and collided with another 

car. All parties involved in the crash 

were injured however Razzle was killed 

in the passenger seat immediately and 

was declared dead on arrival at Hospital. 

Razzle was 24 years old.  

Vince Neil got away with a 30 day jail 

sentence and $2.5 million check under 

the charges of Man Slaughter.  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the lighter side of 1984, Space man 

Ace Frehley was back on the rock scene, 

this time without the makeup and 

without the KISS crew. His new band 

‘Frehelys Comet’ lasted 4 years and just 

like the new era of KISS had a 

constantly changing line-up including a 

bunch Bon Segar and Eric Clapton band 

drop outs. Ace released two albums with 

the Comets: ‘Frehleys Comet’ 1987 and 

‘Second Sighting’ 1988, the last he 

would release with the group. Ace 

provided both lead guitar and lead 

vocals for the project, which showed his 

diverse musical ability to both KISS 

fans and new fans. Despite this, Frehleys 

Comet failed to reach anywhere near the 

success of the stratospheric heights of 

KISS. Frehley would shortly reunite    

          

with KISS in 1996 for a transient period 

before departing again as old tensions 

remerged.   

As the original KISS era was firmly past 

by 1984, the Van Halen transition from 

Roth to Hagar was just about to hit. 

September 2nd that saw Van Halen’s last 

show of their 1984 world tour 

concluding in Germany at the Monsters 

of Rock Festival. Due to rising tensions 

with lead singer and infamous eccentric 

David Lee Roth, this show was also his 

last with the band until their reunion in 

2007. The exact reason for Roth’s exit       

          

from Van Halen is ambiguous as there is 

no clear consensus between the many 

different accounts given by those 

involved however some of the reasons 

knocking about include artistic 

differences, drug use, control over sound 

and image and David allegedly 

performing as a solo act whilst a 

member of Van Halen without 

consulting the band or management. The 

hit album named after the year it was 

released ‘1984’ that produced some of 

the biggest Roth era hits like ‘Jump’ and 

‘Panama’ would be the last album David 

would record with Van Halen until 

2012’s ‘A Different Kind of Truth’ after 

the 2007 reunion. Sammy Hagar joined 

one year later.  

1984 was also the year of release for 

Ratt’s debut album ‘Out of the Cellar’ 

which produced the 80’s monster 

anthem ‘Round and Round’. This was a 

crucial year for Ratt as the success of the 

album set them up for their arena status 

success which they would enjoy just as 

long as Hair Metal remained in the 

youths favour. The album charted at 

no.7 on The Billboard 200 and the single 

‘Round and Round’ peaked at no.4 on 

the ‘Mainstream Rock Tracks’ chart.          

For some Rockers in 1984 the price of 

fame excess was paid with a hefty fine 

for their careless Rock n Roll decadence. 

For others the Rock n Roll decadence 

was just getting started as success still 

lay ahead for the select few who were 

getting gradually closer to the world 

wide spot light ready to implode the pop 

scene again and again with hit after hit 

and become superstars in the process.   



NEW GLAM KINGS: 

We speak to Drummer Tony and Lead Guitarist Jett about 

their explosive debut with this insane band! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Salems Lott are a spectacular Rock n Roll 

spectacle that exploded onto the scene last year 

with an eccentric sound and crazy look to match. 

They are an ‘in your face’ hard hitting Heavy Metal 

band set for success. Although their look has 

drawn comparisons to 80’s Glam Metal, with the 

big hair and ‘war paint’ make up, their sound is a 

million miles away from the Pop Metal of Poison. 

Their head banging songs and captivating 

performances have made an impression on the 

world of Rock and although it is still early days 

for the band, they couldn’t have got off to a better 

start. Here is what drummer Tony F. Corpse and 

lead guitarist Jett Black had to say about their 

journey with Salems Lott thus far…………..   

Many people have been comparing you to the bands of 

the visual Kei and Glam Metal genre, some even drawing 

comparisons between you and the late 80’s Bubblegum 

Glam/ Punk trend (Glamour Punks, Stars From Mars, Big 

Bang Babies) how do you feel about these comparisons 

and where does your main musical influence come from? 

 

Jett: “In regards to the Bubblegum Glam/Punk comparisons; we 

don't draw any influence from that scene musically or visually. 

Nothing against those bands personally, but it would seem the 

comparison to that genre is coming from a generality of visuals. 

While there may be some general visual similarities, I think the 

music is a far cry from that trend. As far as main musical 

influence goes; to be honest, we don't like to pigeon-hole 

ourselves into one genre so we try to diversify our musical 

palette/influences. We don't necessarily have one main musical 

influence. We like anything that has a melodic- sense to some of 

the most extreme bone crushing power. If you really needed a 

label or genre to understand it I'd say Speed-Visual- Thrash- 

Classical-Shock, -Power-Glam Metal more or less accurately 

describes us and our influences from a genre-based standpoint.” 

Tony:“I take it as a compliment even though it is completely 

untrue. Salems Lott is its own beast manifested from remnants 

of Visual Kei, Thrash, Prog and the spirits of long deceased 

magicians. Personally my influences range from Keith Moon, 

Tommy Lee and Frost percussion wise to Black/Death Metal, 

Glam, Jazz and Horror inspired atmospheres musically to Poe, 

Lovecraft and Morrison poetically.” 

Do you feel that there have been any inaccurate or unjust 

comments or comparisons about the band? 

Jett: “So far we seem to have fiery polar-opposite passionate 

responses. But I thought the comparison to Lady Gaga was kind 
of funny.” 

 
Tony: “Thus is the nature of the carnal human mind.”I was born 
to judge and to be judged". Every artist takes inspiration from 

what came before. Very few are pure innovators. I believe I am 
close to such an honor with my new technique of Backwards, 
Tribal, Double Bass Drumming but one must be borderline 
megalomaniac genius to change the game.” 

 

There hasn't been a band that looks or sounds like you in  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 a very long time, what made you decide to assume this 
extreme and theatrical sound/ image and how have you 
been received by metal fans so far? 
 
Jett: “To sum it up, every time I'd listen to a majority of new 

rock/metal bands I'd be bored. Musically it all kind of sounded 
the same: synthetic guitar tones with scooped mids, cookie-
monster or yarling vocals, breakdowns etc. With a few 

exceptions of course. It seems musically everything was very 
'alternative’. The image, to me, suffers from the same problem: a 
lack of imagination and creativity. A majority of the new bands 

look exactly the same. Just google "modern rock bands" and go 
to images and you'll see what I mean. This band is basically 
supposed to be the complete opposite of all of that. We've 

adopted such an extreme philosophy sonically and visually to 
counteract all of these preconceived notions of what a modern 
rock/metal band should sound and look like. Ironically, rock and 
metal in the modern day seems to have so many constrictive 

rules that everyone ends up 'playing it safe'. We don't want any 
part of that. In terms of our reception with metal fans, it has been 
pleasantly surprising and humbling. We seem to have gotten 

fans from the whole spectrum of the genre, from some of the 
lighter genres all the way to the more extreme genres of metal. I 
think the music does the talking.” 

 
Tony: “Jett and Monroe were breed from Rock N' Roll genes 

therefore the end result is children who continue the legacy of 
shock mantras. I myself grew up in the hair metal 'era and 
always adored the theatricality and regal aura associated within 

the genre. To be beautiful and beastly is a way of life. We aim to 
perturb, please, tantalize and offend. So far we have disturbed 
the improper dullards and romanced the proper acolytes.” 
 

What have been the most significant things previous to the 
band that have given you the necessary experience to 
obtain your current success?   
 

Jett: “Mostly, lots and lots of practice. All of us in the band 

come from an experienced musical background. I studied 

classical guitar and theory with a professional classical guitarist. 
Kay played with a former member of Megadeth, in addition to 
studying at Musician's Institute. Monroe played as a session 

musician with some notable acts and was studying classical 
guitar towards getting into Juliard. Tony comes from an 
experienced touring background.” 
 

Tony: “Decades of dwelling in abandoned cars, abandoned 

graveyards, mental wards, behind garbage dumpsters, musty 
and dusty rehearsal rooms that are akin to dungeons and a 
society that has literally drained me not only mentally but 
physically. I am ready!  This garish semi-fem cosmetic zombie is 

prepped to strike!!”  
 
How did the aesthetic and musical concept of the band 
come about and what is the story behind the bands 
formation? 
 

Jett: “We basically wanted to form "the band we never saw on 

stage". We wanted to have a band that had a crazy/bombastic 
image, yet still retained an aggressive and lethal sound without 

losing a strong element of melody. Monroe and I have had the 
concept for a very long time. Monroe found Tony from a very 
peculiar ad and Kay through a hookup at MI We were all 

instantly on the same page and funny  enough, we all knew and 
loved the same bands, even the most obscure bands that 
nobody knew about. We wanted to be Visual but heavy, tons of  

 tons of hooks but also intense musicianship and finally a strong, 

interactive and aggressive performance. 

The bulk of modern rock music today is very toned down 

visually and musically, what is your opinion on the current 

Rock scene and where do you feel you fit into it in terms of 

target audience and genre? 

Jett: “I think I summarized my views on modern rock music 

above. As I said, I think their music is a reflection of their visuals, 

both of which are "toned down", boring, predictable and very 

safe. I don't think we have a specific target audience. I think 

people who enjoy all types of music will be able to relate to our 

sound.”  

Tony: “My opinion is to ignore it. I pay no heed to readymade, 

safely consumed, commercial pomp. I seek rebellion, magic, 

electricity, fire and spirit. True artists are beyond perception and 

born outcasts. Other humans can instantly sense their odd 

smell, mannerisms and agendas. We are male yet female, 

strong yet weak, sensitive yet rabid and our image and 

compositions are our legacy.”  

 

Salems Lott debut EP OUT NOW! 

Salems Lott Rocking an explosive on stage set! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 With your new album that was released in January, what 

can we expect from the new material? 

Jett: “Expect the unexpected. In my view, it's a pretty diverse 

EP and yet we haven't even fully showcased everything this 

band is capable of. There are hooks, speed, tons of melody, 

intense solos, thunderous vocals, a strong message and 

basically all jumbled into one. I think it's an accurate portrayal of 

the band and what we are trying to express.”  

Tony: “Radically rambunctious riff madness, dementedly 

booming barrages of percussion, bountiful bass rumblings and 

vocals so berserk they would make Udo and Tom Keifer shit 

their britches!! The new, new material for the second full length 

is already underway and will have more arcane twists and turns 

than anyone will ever expect.”  

How long does it take you get to get your hair and makeup 

done before a show and how do you think the visual 

presentation affects the overall show experience? 

Jett: “It takes around 2 hours to get it all done. I think the 

visuals enhance the show and help the audience really get 

engaged in the whole experience. For that moment in time, they 

are in a different world, in our world.”  

Tony: “I personally take about an hour to tart myself up to full 

capacity of audacity. The boys time is mostly consumed by hair 

preparation. Their goal is to spike their hair so high that it pokes 

out God's eyes in heaven. Visually you must adhere to 

nonconvention to subdue your audience. Outrage and 

theatricality are powerful weapons. It draws out the primal 

prejudices of humanity and entices the more artistically inclined. 

Even if they can't draw.”  

On your way up to the top, did you ever have to take on a 

day job that you really hated?   

 

Jett: “Ya, and I hated all of them equally. Hahaha. One of my 

first jobs was working as a bag packer in a grocery store after 

school. I used to take some very fulfilling naps. I'd casually 

disappear to the storage section in the back of the grocery store 

in a hidden corner and catch-up on some much needed rest.”  

Tony: “We are all slaves serving slaves, biding time until we are 

buried in our graves" Basically you have to pretend to enjoy 

performing tasks you hate everyday in order to survive. All jobs 

that are tedious, non-rewarding and unfulfilled suck.” 

What is the main message that you want to put out 

through your song writing, attitude and presentation? 

Jett: “The main message is power. Do what you see fit and do 

whatever you need to attain it. No barriers, no censorship, no 

political correctness, no holding back.” 

What has been your career highlight to date? 

Jett: “It's too early to say but I guess I'd say the music video 

has been the strongest and most positive reception.”  

Tony: “The brightest one in the sky I could not reach. Just 

kidding. We are such a fresh entity with so much to yet 

accomplish that I cannot honestly answer that now. But finishing 

the CD and hearing all of the amazing critiques as well as 

seeing our video come to fruition are two watersheds thus far.”  

What is the next big step in your career and what are your 

ambitions for the future? 

Jett: “World domination is our ultimate ambition. We hope to do 

some crazy live shows soon as we have a lot of surprises in 

store.”  

Tony: “.World domination beyond Hitler's wildest Nazi dreams.”  

DownloaD Salem lott’S Self titleD Debut eP from 

salemslott.com and give them a like on Facebook 

www.facebook.com/salemslottband 



Tour Info 
This month, rockin’ it out on the road….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USA 

Faster Pussycat  

Feb 27th- Canyon Club- Agora Hills CA  

Feb 28th- Las Vegas Country Saloon- Las Vegas NV 

(More Dates Available Online)  

www.songkick.com/artists/11860-faster-pussycat 

John Corabi  

Feb 27th- Tailgater’s- Bolingbrook IL 

Feb 28th- The Token Lounge- Westland MI 

(More Dates Available Online) 

www.johncorabimusic.com/tour 

Russia 

Mike Tramp  

Feb 26th- Jagger Club- St. Petersburg, Russian Federation 

Feb 27th- China Town Café- Moscow, Russian Federation 

(More Dates Available Online) 

http://miketramp.dk/showsny-2 

Reckless Love  

March 6th- Club Phoenix- Pietari 

March 7th- Club Volta- Moskova    

(More Dates Available Online) 

www.recklesslove.com 

Germany 

Sister  

Feb 27th-Paunchy Cats- Lichtenfels 

Feb 28th - Sleazefest Festival- Cologne 

(More Dates Available Online)  

www.sisterofficial.com 

UK 

Tigertailz  

March 12th- HRH AOR- Wales 

www.tigertailz.co.uk/tour 

The Quireboys  

Feb 27th- The Railway- Bolton 

March 1st- Zephyr Lounge- Leamington Spa 

(More Dates Available Online) 

www.quireboys.com/on-the-road.html 

Europe  

March 3rd -Ulster Hall- Belfast  

www.europetheband.com/tourdates.html    

Want Tour Dates for your 

country? 

Tweet us @GlamourPill and tell us 

where you’re from and what 

bands you wanna see!  



Readers Rock! 

What’s up Glammsters!  

Issue #5 is done and dusted and we are hyped for the next few issues. There are some surprises in 

store for next month and we cannot wait to share them with you all. Thanks for all you tweets and 

messages this month… be sure keep ‘em coming and get yours in ‘Readers Rock’!  Don’t forget to 

check out everyone who’s been featured in this month’s issue and show em your sleazy support. 

Thank you to Lorraine for being our cover features this month and a big Thank You again to all of you 

who helped out with our ‘Being Glam in the 21st Century’ article. See all again next month and don’t 

forget to……………   

\M/STAY GLAM! \M/ 

Here’s what’s been going down with our rocking’ readers this month!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Azzy Poizon- friend of the magazine and top Glam Rock chick gave Glamour Pill! and the 

awesome Rattlesnake Rock Shop which featured last issue a shout out this month on 

Twitter……….we wish it could be so. The 80’s are bitterly missed here at Glamour Pill! but 

with all of your help we’re bringing it back…..Rock on Azzy and Rattlesnake Rock Shop. 
 

A Rock n Roll shout 

also this month from 

top radio host K 

Ambrose showing us 

some much 

appreciated support. 

Love to K and the 

awesome ‘Psychotic 

Reaction Radio’ show 

from Glamour 

Pill….Rock on!  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Fill, drummer of 

the sleaziest Dutch 

band about, 

Shagging Ponies 

shared this kickass 

pic of him with his 

band wearing their 

rocking new Merch. 

Looking dapper 

boys! Check out the 

boy’s albums 

reviews over on 

page 22!  

 

Sue Suzieq Ball sent us some pics of her AMAZING 

record collection on Facebook this month and said “it's 

my pride and joy, all original brought way back when” 

That’s defiantly a super Glam collection to be proud of! 

(Continued over page…………………………………………………)  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sue Suzieq Ball also picked Vain’s ‘Beat the Bullet’ as Song of the Week this month and said that Vain 

were:  “In my opinion the most underrated band of the Glam/Sleeze era” Keep rocking Sue Suzieq Ball! 

Wanna Get in Next Month’s ‘Readers Rock’?  

Sends us your photos, links, comments or anything else to @GlamourPill (Twitter), 

Glamour Pill Magazine (Facebook), glamourpillmagazine@gmail.com (email)or 

http://glamourpillmagazine.wix.com/glamourpillmagazine (website) with 

#ReadersRock to get in the magazine. Anything from concert pics to whats going on 

in your life that’s cool and you wanna share….WE WANNA HEAR FROM YOU!  

AND……..send us your ‘Song of the Week’ suggestions to get your Hair Metal 

favourite playing on the website all week with your name shown with it…………. 

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU SOON! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vote! 
Last month’s WINNER! 

Battle of the Van Halen Front Men!  

Original Van Halen eccentric #DavidLeeRoth wins 

by a landslide with 100% of the votes against 

#SammyHagar…..the fans have spoken!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

VS 

This Month!  

Battle of the Hair Metal Screamers! 

These two vicious vocalists are just as infamous for the fierce vocal tricks as their fiery 

tempers. With his battle cry Metal screams reaching their peak in Skid Row songs like 

‘Money Business’ and  ’18 and Life’ Sebastian Bach is a fierce contender. However Mr. 

Axl Rose can scream just as hard as can be heard in ‘Welcome to the Jungle’ and 

‘Paradise City’. Which one of these power-house vocalists gets your vote this month?  

How to vote: Tweet @GlamourPill #SebastianBach 

or #AxlRose. Results will be revealed in next 

month’s issue and there will be a new Glam Metal 

head to head poll! Get voting!  


